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land. The expedition format was developed in collabora-
tion with Heller Enterprises, a Swiss agency for cultural 
projects. Sound Development City is financed by Sound 
Development and put into practice by Heller Enterprises.

Artist Expedition 2016

On September 6, 2016, a group of twelve artists from ten 
countries, four team members, one expedition writer and 
one radio editor embarked on an expedition to Madrid 
and Casablanca. For the first time in its five-year history, 
the Sound Development City expedition ventured be-
yond the confines of Europe and into Africa. 
 The artists were selected out of a total of 424 appli-
cants from 66 countries by an international jury consisting 
of Hassan Darsi (La Source du Lion, Casablanca), Esther 
Eppstein (Message Salon, Zurich), Martin Heller (Hel-
ler Enterprises, Zurich), Gianmarco Marchetta (Sound 
Development, Zurich) and Gema Melgar (Matadero Ma-
drid/El Ranchito, Madrid). The evaluation was based on 
artistic quality and originality, feasibility of realisation as 
well as the research-based approach of the project propos-
als. The applicants’ inquisitive personality was also taken 
into consideration. 
 The twelve artists formed a heterogeneous group, 
coming from such diverse disciplines as animation film, 
dance, intermedia art, sound art and music. During Sound 
Development City, they worked on ten projects that fol-
lowed a wide range of subjects and narrative lines. 

About Sound Development City

Sound Development City is a three-week artist expedi-
tion to two annually changing cities. The expedition crew 
consists of a dozen artists coming from different geograph-
ical, cultural and artistic backgrounds. They are selected 
through an open call for projects that is geared towards 
artists who distinguish themselves through a process- 
oriented approach to their work, their curiosity and an ex-
plorative mindset.
 Sound Development City is a place for artistic re-
search and concepts which benefit from being on the road 
and probe urban environments as sites of both playfulness 
and social involvement. Here, working theses can be exam-
ined, new project ideas or forms of expression can be tried 
out and bold visions can be put into practice. The expedi-
tion offers freedom of choice and action, without the pres-
sure of measurable results — a strong focus is placed on 
process and on daring ideas.
 While the expedition’s target cities serve as reso-
nating urban space, as work material, sources of inspira-
tion and playgrounds for public presentations, the expe-
dition creates a fertile soil for exchange, reflection and 
cooperation. Sound Development City is also an inward 
journey to personal thought and work patterns, which are 
challenged and maybe even realigned through the expe-
rience of the unknown and the unpredictable.
 Sound Development City is a project by Sound 
Development, a non-commercial, independent and pri-
vately funded cultural initiative based in Zurich, Switzer-



and the unfamiliar working situation, and especially to-
wards each other. They arrived with verve, curiosity and a 
readiness to take risks, and they preserved this spirit until 
the last moment. They engaged with the previously un-
known cities and their inhabitants, looking for a breeding 
ground for their projects and research, which they found 
again and again in various forms. And they endured the 
unknown and the “not knowing” and adapted their con-
cepts to become reality step by step by coming up with 
new ideas, sensoria and tools.
 Through it all, the expedition grew organically to 
become a dense experiential space and a shared creative 
journey. The agenda, which had purposely been left blank 
from the beginning, was steadily filled with spontaneous 
public as well as internal activities that peaked on the  
second last day in Casablanca: during the Expedition Dis-
coveries, all participants presented insights into their 
working processes.
 On September 26, Sound Development City end-
ed on the rooftop terrace of La Parallèle in Casablanca  
in a comfortable temperature and with emotional words. 
A group of unknown individuals that had started a jour-
ney on an extremely hot day in Madrid had become a com-
munity of  like-minded people saying goodbye with heavy 
hearts.

 The first seven days were spent in Madrid, the last 
eight in Casablanca. The journey in-between, which the 
artists undertook individually by land and by sea, from 
one continent to the other, was an integral part of the ex-
pedition; it served as a shift in the working process and of-
fered time for reflection and further research.
 In Madrid, the expedition set up its headquarters 
at the artist-run space Nadie, Nunca, Nada, No. — re-
ferred to as NNNN — and in Casablanca at the school 
and art space La Parallèle. In Madrid, two of the artists 
had the chance to make use of a gallery space, La Juan; the 
expedition’s participants also worked with the infrastruc-
ture of the self-managed cultural centre Tabacalera. These 
venues served as workspaces and places for presentations, 
rehearsals and workshops but also — especially in Casa-
blanca — as oases in the midst of foreign lands.
 In both cities, the expedition was supported by 
dedicated local teams — fairy godmothers — that provid-
ed access to the local art scene, collaborators, hidden cor-
ners and vibrant spots. Through them, the group was wel-
comed with open arms, was immediately introduced to 
cultural peculiarities and had access to the cities’ rough 
edges and abysses, sweet spots and beauty.
 Sound Development City 2016 was strongly  
impacted by the paralyzing heat of Madrid and the pow-
erful cultural diversity of Casablanca. But more than that, 
it was each artist’s single-minded dedication that formed 
the expedition and made it a rich, unforgettable and suc-
cessful adventure. 
 From the very beginning the twelve participants 
overwhelmed us with their openness towards the format 



 The content found in the following pages comes 
mostly from these sources, while certain reflections, Uwe 
Lützen’s essay and Andreas Oskar Hirsch’s travelogue 
were added after the fact.
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1.2 Seconds Ago — Travelling Notes
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Documentation

To document these — sometimes fleeting — moments, 
thoughts and artistic experiments, the Sound Develop-
ment City website served as a multi-voiced logbook by 
channelling content from various authors and sources: 
texts, sketches, snippets, photos, sound pieces, radio inter-
views and videos added up to become a collective expedi-
tion diary.
 The artists documented their work, their expe-
riences and reflections and offered insight into ongoing 
processes. 
 Author Uwe Lützen accompanied the group as an 
expedition writer. His mission was to watch and listen, to 
travel with the group and to document the artists’ work. 
During the expedition he published notes, articles and 
personal observations on the Sound Development City 
website, which after the journey he processed into an essay 
that can be read in this book. 
 The Sound Development City team created a daily 
photo journal. Radio interviews with the artists and with 
local cultural activists were produced together with artist 
and 2014 expedition participant Andreas Oskar Hirsch. 
These were broadcast on the expedition’s online 24/7  
web radio, the Gap Station. 
 Last but not least, the expedition was accompa-
nied by local photographers Jonay PMatos in Madrid and 
Zakaria Wakrim in Casablanca, both of whom captured 
the expedition’s atmosphere and the artists’ work through 
their lenses. 
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      The artist, a somewhat restless guy, and his calm Friend, with a 
loudspeaker head and sound recorder ears and heart, intervene 
in the fast rhythm of the big city with their slow actions and de-
votion to idleness. They explore the city, find places that provide 
time and space for being idle in the heart of the metropolis, and 
help each other stop and ponder the question “What to do with 
all this idle time we have?” The silent Friend focuses on reaching 
a state of total emptiness, while the artist helps translate his 
Friend’s thoughts into reality through text and sound, engaging 
in a dialogue with the city.
 Their mutual exploration searches for positive traits of idle-
ness, even when there is no measurable outcome to their eco-
nomic or cultural unproductivity. Might idleness be such a re-
markable threat to the predominant way of life that the anxiety 
of boredom forces us to fill our emptiness with entertainment? 
What if time is our only true possession and united idleness is a 
forgotten revolutionary force for liberating it?

Amigo is a man and a woman of different voices. He is a brico-
lage of every person I have met and who has put me here. But it’s 
in the form of my friend, who made me make this decision that 
I want to be an artist instead of a mathematician, or an engineer, 
or an English teacher, or something. It’s my friend who changed 
my life in a way. He took me to this path of not knowing instead 
of a more secure future. 
Excerpt Gap Station interview

 … Me llamo Amigo … Soy el profesor del tiempo … Me gusta 
el tiempo … 
Posted 8.9.2016
� vimeo.com/181862986

https://vimeo.com/181862986
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Words for Nothing / Palabras por nada
From /de Friends to /a Amigas
Take your own space. —— Lo primero es encontrar tu propio  
espacio. —— Create space and time without force. —— Crea es-
pacio y tiempo sin forzar. —— Think without thinking, put your 
thinking machine offline, let the pictures appear. —— Piensa sin 
pensar, apaga tu máquina de pensar, deja que las imágenes apa-
rezcan. —— Don’t search for anything, do nothing. —— No bus-
ques nada, no hagas nada. —— Go somewhere and come back. 
—— Ve a alguna parte y vuelve. —— Take three slow breaths  
before you react. —— Respira tres respiraciones lentas antes de 
reaccionar. —— Find a friend from yourself. —— Encuentra un 
amigo de ti mismo.
Excerpt from the manifesto for Madrid’s Idling Hats Club

Streets were talking. Streets are wise. Listen to the streets. Learn 
from the streets.
Posted 8.9.2016

Amigo and I started having a conversation, and of course, this is 
all a gimmick, or a fantasy. It’s a fairy tale. It’s all made up, but it 
happens in a book and inside a paper and pen, using the pen and 
paper. We have a dialogue. We sit down. “OK, now we are here, 
what do you want to do?” And he replies what he wants to do, and 
then I reply back. And he gives me the instructions what to do 
next when we have enough from that place. So then we walk again.
Excerpt Gap Station interview

Thinking by saying nothing — thinking without thinking —  
allows thoughts to come and go and suddenly, like a fish eating 
bait, one catches something and one knows what to do next.
Excerpt follow-up notes

Madrid Idling Hats Club
by Ari-Pekka Leinonen and his Friend
: September 10, 2016 
: 4:00 pm until sunset — idling starts at 4:32:10 pm
: Templo de Debod, Madrid: The spot will be marked by an X

    As we are doing nothing, we don’t know what 
will happen! In Dirdam everything is unknown. X 
will mark the spot. Follow the sound. Bring a friend. 
Bring your hat. A hat that stays on. Under that hat is 
the other dimension. 

 Best wishes, 
 Amigo
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Excerpt from the Manuscript by Amigo: Dirdam 6.1.02931
Amigo Go alone my brother. —— Be alone. —— I need a car ride. 
—— Sometimes I like to go fast and without you. —— I want to 
relax with others. —— Take my clothes and my hat. —— Walk 
in my shoes. —— Feel my bones. —— Close your eyes. —— Close 
your ears. —— Be lost in your mind. —— Be lost in the world. 
—— I will take your clothes and your hat. —— I charge your fab-
ric with time and true idleness. —— I do this so you would learn 
nothing. —— Experience my hat full of the world around you. 
—— Ari-Pekka But I will get hot in your black suit. —— Amigo Your life 
is too comfortable. —— Suffer the black-and-white away from 
the suit of your soul. —— Ari-Pekka This doesn’t make any sense. —— 
Summer clothes would be easier. —— Amigo Your life is so easy  
and one-eyed. —— Colour your spirit to sing rainbows by see-
ing some effort. —— From the nonsense you will find the sense 
and your lost skill to laugh. —— Do as I say and go. —— The 
world is waiting for you to say yes. —— Stop controlling your life 
and let the feet take you away. —— Ari-Pekka Hmmm. Yes. ——  
Amigo Good! —— A little bit of questioning with twinkle-eyed cu-
riosity is always worthwhile. —— Ari-Pekka Give me your hat. —— 
Amigo Don’t you see — clothes have already been changed. —— 
Ari-Pekka Wow! You look so good in colours! —— Amigo Let’s be like 
nature. —— Rocks, flowers, plants, trees and clouds — let’s ex-
press that we are alive. —— Ari-Pekka What makes you to think like 
that? —— Amigo Trees will speak when you are brave. ——  
Ari-Pekka Trees don’t speak. —— Amigo Try if you dare. —— Every trip 
to the unknown is worth the effort. —— Go! —— See you soon.
Posted 6.10.2016

Me gustaría usar tu voz
Posted 11.9.2016
� soundcloud.com/pahoinpol/me-gustaria-usar-tu-voz

      

Last night, when we were returning from the park and doing 
nothing, I started talking with one girl and one boy who were 
there, in the Idling Hats Club. And we talked with each other 
and got to know each other. And then we left together with Ami-
go on a trolley. And we turned on the Spanish version of the 
Idling Hats Club manifesto. And we walked through the streets. 
And they were walking with me. And I saw their faces. How they 
were walking with us made me feel so good. And among thou-
sands of Madrilenians and Amigo, sharing the voices of people 
of the street and being with those two new friends of mine. And 
how they were … how the sound was getting into them. They felt 
important, I suppose, being with us, with me and my friend Ami-
go. We were like a little band walking together through the streets, 
and the sound was like breaking the waves. That was perfect. 
Excerpt Gap Station interview

https://soundcloud.com/pahoinpol/me-gustaria-usar-tu-voz
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The sound is the bridge. It takes will to take a leap of faith and 
follow the sound. It takes humility to admit that you don’t  
know. You realise that you want to learn. Curiosity is your know-
ledge. Openness is the way. You become a fool. Rather fool than 
silent. Rather close than distant. Rather risking your credibility 
than being literal. Culture is complex; so is communication. 
Let’s communicate.
Posted 21.9.2016

Send Your Friend a Thought — Amigo Will Deliver It
Good friends we met, good friends we lost, good friends we meet, 
good friends we leave behind. Cruelty of time. The heart has a 
home for all. Memories are a lesson for the future. Cherish the 
lost and found. Without you I would not be here; without you I 
am nothing. Thank you for your inspiration. Time is the teacher.
Posted 22.9.2016

      

Can You Read This Poem for Me While I Record Your Voice?
My name is Amigo. I am your friend from far away.
You make me feel very welcome. Thank you.
I like your hospitality.

I want to be free
 I want to love
  I want to be free below the sky
   I want to swim in clean water
    I want to sleep in the forest, on a lawn
     I want to eat bread
� vimeo.com/183299628

Oral knowledge informs emotion. In Madrid, my new brother 
from another mother told me about his hometown, El Tiemblo  
— chestnut trees, hills, rivers, lakes and his sister’s restaurant. 
Something in my heart pulled me to the road — to the road of 
detours. Something started to move in me as I was running down 
the hills at sunset. At sunrise by the river, I found the words “Let 
it go and learn how to let go”. In solitude I was not alone, I was 
with my dear friends notebook and pen. One by one the words 
flew away from me, and I was flying with them to Casablanca. 
Travelling between these two cities, I forgot the scenery, I was 
lost in my mind — making space for new pictures to appear.
Excerpt follow-up notes

eporue L=10 acirfa
Sometimes the most random detour can be the most mean-
ingful way in your life. Hospitality and friendship don’t care 
about borders or language. Do nothing, and there is soon 
something.
Posted 19.9.2016

Although I had a desire to grasp more society-shaking topics, I 
felt it was unnecessary and decided just to focus on the idea of 
being united and do nothing. To make poetry about it, sing 
about it, meditate about it, write about it. This practice of listen-
ing and conversing is becoming a great source of ideas and new 
approaches for everyday life. Simplicity was the way the road 
showed me.
Excerpt follow-up notes

On the Complexity of Culture
The art of doing nothing — the art of listening. Sit down. See the 
world, hear the world. See the other, hear the other. Open your 
mouth. Allow the words to appear. Soon you’ll forget what you 
say. You are moving in darkness. You have the burden of know-
ledge that you release. You forget what you know. You listen to 
the other. He opens up the world for you. The eyes are the gate. 

https://vimeo.com/183299628
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 Alone it is possible, but if we unite it is more fool. 
Fool is fun. Fools can learn. Fools don’t rush, they 
keep it cool. Time is the teacher, life is the course, and 
streets are the school. If you know everything already, 
we are happy for you. If you don’t, this club is meant 
for you.
 This lesson was learnt from friends living here. 
Listen to the other, and the new world appears. One 
eye is OK, but two is real. The third, the fourth, the 
fifth, the sixth, the seventh — infinite multitude makes 
the culture that we share.
— Amigo

  I am the professor of time. Time is all I have. 
I want to share my time with you. I want to do nothing 
with you. 
I just want to be with you and get to know you. 
I want to learn how you are. 
I have time for you.

   Teach me a good word. 
Teach me your culture. 
Give your voice; I like your voice. 
I will sit here and listen to you.

    I deliver your message to my friends so they see 
that there are friends everywhere.

Posted 23.9.2016
� soundcloud.com/pahoinpol/zkhgzxifieuk

Acnalbasac Idling Hats Club
by Ari-Pekka Leinonen and his Friend
: September 23, 2016 
: 5:00 pm – 7:00 pm
: United Nations Square

 This is a big city. It has a big square. See how the 
humans move, hands love and faces moon. Listen 
how the fumes rise, engines roar and gossip crawls. It 
is alive. So are we. Stop for a while and you will see. 
Take a lesson or take two. This is an audiovisual por-
trait made by me and you. One hour is enough. If you 
dare, then it is two. Sound is a bridge, and sight is a 
gate. If you idle and just dare to wait, the kingdom of 
the unknown in front of you awaits.

https://soundcloud.com/pahoinpol/zkhgzxifieuk
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The Art of Doing Nothing performance during the Expedition 
Discoveries event in Casablanca, September 24, 2016

Tell Amigo How It Is to Be Lost at Home
Postscript — Instructions on How to Continue the Journey Home
L = 10 2 Alba
What’s calling you?
Expansive nature + impulse + new beginnings + forward towards 
unknown = luck
How I came this far?
Path = search for interior metamorphosis through basic  
elements = development
Rainbow anarchy rock
Get lost = learn
Detail = compass
Adventure = connecting things = new context = new future
Lost = understanding of worlds
Posted 26.9.2016

      

The Art of Doing Nothing
We are doing nothing.
We just admire the city and the life.
We listen. We look. We smell. We taste. We feel.
You can also stop and do nothing.
Sit down somewhere and look around.
  We are doing nothing, and it enables us to admire you. 

Can you read this poem for me while I record it?
   I’m helping my friend to think  

My friend is helping me to do nothing 
By asking questions, I help my friend

    By listening to my friend  
My friend helps me to stop

Best wishes
Amigo
Posted 25.9.2016
� soundcloud.com/pahoinpol/art-of-doing-nothing

https://soundcloud.com/pahoinpol/art-of-doing-nothing
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#IdlingHatsClub #IKNISLEH #sdc2016
Posted 18.10.2016

Amigo Is My Friend (Part 1)
Performance by Ama-gi-Onkamu-ni
: October 31, 2016
: Duration: 1 hr 33 mins
: Iknisleh Idling Hats Club, Alppipuisto, Dnaldif klo  
19-21 6102.01.13

A journey to nowhere by doing nothing and talking 
about nothing by nobody.
 If the weather is not a killer, there will be a per-
formance. Bring warm drinks, layers, blankets, friends 
and curiosity.
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I walk slowly with him, and we sit down, and we observe and 
write. That is how it started and we ended up writing a play, gath-
er people’s voices, songs, words, spend time with strangers and, 
most of all, do nothing.
 I feel that I did nothing of any importance during the jour-
ney, except being together with friends. I was just listening and 
learning. I was only helping Amigo to walk and exist, and he gave 
me his companionship — I was not alone. To me, it feels like he 
did all the creating, and it was easy laughter in the eyes of a de-
voted being who spent his time thinking about time, friendship, 
being a stranger, love, hospitality, being confused, listening and 
other immeasurable things of no real importance. I have never 
before witnessed such a focus on things as there was with Amigo.
 Was our task humble — to do nothing? No. We did some-
thing. I had an agenda to explore what “doing nothing is”, but I 
wanted to diminish it, the way you would if you are a child and 
your parents interrupt your imaginary play in your room and ask 
what are you doing. “I am doing nothing.” I don’t know why. 
Maybe to concentrate on crafting the outcome of exploration 
rather than talking about what I already know about nothing. Is 
it the shame of being uncertain? It seems like there is always a 
great need to show that one knows something, to avoid seeming 
like a fool among others.
 One thing I know for sure is that I don’t know. I guess I am 
a fool, but I want to learn. It is good to start from nothing. There 
is always something there to begin with, and Amigo knows it. 
Another thing I know for sure is that I am nothing without my 
friends. Let me introduce the real brains and moving force be-
hind I Am Helping My Friend to Think — My Friend Is Help-
ing Me to Idle, Amigo. Amigo is my friend.
Posted 3.11.2016

Amigo Is My Friend (Part 1)
7:00 pm, it feels like -2 degrees. The sky is almost clear. The wind 
is 2 miles/second.
“Did you see, friends arrived!”
Posted 3.11.2016 

Conclusion?
I want to introduce my friend Amigo. He helped me to slow 
down. He helped me to think. He helped me to step aside and 
listen. He helped me to do nothing. Without him I would not 
have been on this journey, without him I am nothing. This makes 
me wonder who was doing everything during this expedition. 
Was it me, or was it Amigo operating through me? What if I was 
just a body for his ideas? What if I surrendered myself for his soul 
to take over? I set for myself the conditions — I have Amigo, and 
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*1988
Helsinki-based artist Ari-Pekka Leinonen 
gets involved with what surrounds him. 
He curiously and openly engages and ex-
periments with the everyday life, closely 
observing the yet-unknown results of his 
work. This “art of listening” builds on not 
knowing and on personal involvement. 
Senses are openly turned towards the ex-
ternal world to work as a vessel for collec-
tive ideas to travel in and later transmit 
back to the source of inspiration. This ex-
change might come to life through sound, 
text or video, as an intervention or some-
thing that has not yet been figured out. 
� ari-pekkaleinonen.com

http://ari-pekkaleinonen.com


 We now intend to bring the project 
to an end with the 2016 Sound Develop-
ment City expedition to Madrid and  
Casablanca.
 We can look back on a rewarding 
time, great encounters and remarkable 
projects, and we thank all the participants 
who have contributed to the character  
and lasting success of Sound Develop-
ment City.
 Special thanks go to Heller Enter-
prises, in particular Martin Heller, Gesa 
Schneider, Andalus, Nicholas Schärer — 
and the project director and producer, 
Duscha Kistler, without whose commit-
ment the project in this form would not 
have been possible.
� sound-development.com 

Sound Development Sound Development is an independent 
cultural initiative based in Zurich. It was 
founded by Nia Schmidheiny in 2002. 
She thus extended the definition of how 
her family had been supporting the arts 
for generations.
 Sound Development’s general ob-
jective has been to inspire and support art-
ists through practical experience, to pro-
vide knowledge and contacts as well as  
to connect people and artists. The pro-
motional efforts were based on different 
projects, such as Music Apartment or 
LofiDogma, realised as in-house and co- 
productions. Sound Development has 
also been interested in alternative forms 
of art and cultural promotion. 
 The combination of non-commer-
cial orientation and private funding has 
allowed the freedom and flexibility need-
ed for an uncompromising implementa-
tion, independent from formal concepts 
and with an open mind for new methods 
and strategies. 

Sound Development City was one of 
Sound Development’s major projects and 
was created in collaboration with Heller 
Enterprises. Sound Development want-
ed to give selected international artists a 
platform and the opportunity to realise 
trans-disciplinary projects. Personal en-
counters and collaborative work played a 
key role in developing new ideas — away 
from academic or institutional settings. 
The artist expedition format offered exact-
ly the space and time to do research and to 
develop a project — without necessarily 
targeting a final product.
 Over five years and five expeditions, 
Heller Enterprises and Sound Develop-
ment have supported international artists 
to discover new directions and establish 
new contacts.
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